Client Testimonials

Please find a selection of testimonials that we have received in recent months from
customers all over the world. We have copied the testimonials verbatim but have in
most instances removed the name of the individual - This is a marketing document
that might be sent out in multiple batches and we felt this a more appropriate
approach. However all of these references are available at our head office on request.
“I am writing to acknowledge the services and professionalism I received from Tangent International during my
time as Middle East and Africa Sales Director.David Delbecq and yourself have worked on several key
recruitments for IFF in the sub-region.In all cases you have been able to meet the challenging nature of the
candidate briefs set within budget and deadline. I am pleased to report that the two key hires in IFF during
the period of working with Tangent are now progressing well in our organisation which is testimonial to the
success of our collaboration. I look forward to working with you both in future projects in North America.”
David Ellison, IFF Inc
“Thank you for the professional service which you provided when assisting me with the hiring of a Senior
Solutions Engineer. The quality of the candidates which you provided was excellent and the efficiency with
which interviews were scheduled was exceptional. To complete this assignment in less than three weeks and
provide an excellent candidate who met our criteria was very satisfying. This was a role which had been
working to fill for a few months, so your clear understanding of the position and quick delivery has made a
real difference. For business critical cases I would have no hesitation in recommending your services to
colleagues both here in Greece as well as internationally. I look forward to working with you again on any
future recruitment that I possible have.”
Head of Programs, CIC, Athens
“I have worked with Tangent in Algeria since 2004 and during the previous two years 2007 & 2008 in Egypt.
Thank you very much indeed for the close help and understanding our needs. Tangent for me will be always
one of the best providers. I will ask for their services when there is a need.”
MS Operations Consultant, MUNAf

“We would like to thank you for your efforts over these past few weeks. I remember when you called me, and
I gave you my usual sceptical speech about your profession and the numerous people that call us and failed
to deliver. You told me you were not like this and you have honoured that commitment and really stepped up.
We would like to thank you for your enthusiastic approach. We had only planned to hire two people at this
time. Prior to Majed we had found and offered and are hiring one guy from another source, but your
continued efforts have ensured that you still managed to place two people with us as we increased our
headcount to accommodate Mikhail who seems to be every bit the specialist that we need.”
Condo Protego, Dubai
“As soon as I told you our requirement, you provide me lots of CVs in short time, and all of them are really
good candidates. For Ivan and Marko we hired from you now, our colleagues are all satisfied with them.
Also what I heard from our customer is that probably we find one of the best RNS Engineer in Montenegro.
So very thank you for your effort. And hope to keep in touch for the future work.”
HR Manager, ZTE Corporation
“Perseverance, this I think is the most critical ingredient in making a steadfast, bulletproof and fantastic
Business Consultancy firm. For the past month I have been searching for an O&M resource for the CORE
network and even consulting with other agencies, Tangent was the only firm that exhibited determination and
perseverance in helping me to find the right resource. I personally see that Miss Hartland is focused at the
task at hand; she listens well, and acts swiftly. She is tremendously competent and dedicated to her job and
to Tangent as a matter of fact. It is because of Sian Hartland, I do believe I would be recommending Tangent
International to other Businesses. On behalf of Ericsson Jamaica and representing Claro Jamaica, I would
like to thank you, Miss Sian Hartland, and the wonderful people there at Tangent International for the hard
work and dedication you guys put into it every day. I hope the email serves as a motivation to build morale
and ignite whatever it is that keeps you guys doing the great job that you do.”
Ericsson Caribbean

“1) Price policy is transparent, flexible and reasonable
2) Quick response time for our requests
3) High Quality of Service and Technical skills of provided consultants
4) Trusted and reliable partner
5) Honest open and friendly relationship
6) Tangent demonstrates great performance against the others. During service delivery process we came to
idea to have local Tangent's representative in Russia (for the better and effective question settlement).
Tangent supported this idea and hired a person who will consult specialists on
registration/accommodation/transportation/safety rules and regulations while their staying in Russia.”
BR/Managed Services Consultant, Market Unit Eastern Europe and Central Asia
Ericsson Corporatia AO
“SEMC has had Tangent as supplier in the Field test area for several years. Tangent are providing SEMC with
Field Testers and Team Leaders and the quality of their work are very good. The few times we have had
problems has been solved quick and swift. The cooperation and communication are very professional.
I can very much recommend Tangent as supplier for Field Testers and Field test team-leaders.”
Global Test Center EMEA - GPV
Sony Ericsson Mobile Communications AB
“Hereby I would like to appreciate the efforts Ms. Leah Clarke has made during past months, and thank you
for your support from Tangent to Huawei. The cooperation between two companies starts from Italy, Ms. Leah
Clarke's fast response and supportive job help Huawei find the right person. After this, as Tangent is qualified
Huawei supplier, we introduced Tangent to India. Ms. Leah Clarke build our confidence and reliance on
Tangent again by meeting our requirements in the first time. Since that, we treat Tangent as a valued partner.
Ms. Leah Clarke calls me frequently to discuss new project opportunities. For there is a requirements of
consultancy, I will definitely recommend Tangent to my colleagues worldwide, and we are happy to have
Ms. Leah Clarke as a contact. Now our cooperation goes well in Russia, Iran, Saudi Arabia, South Africa.
We are looking forward to a brilliant future with Tangent!”
Global Suppliers Relationship Management
Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd

“I been working with Tangent International and Gus Correa since 2009, over the last 6 months Gustavo has
been assisting T-systems Mexico. In the last 2 months we been working on a very complicated SAP post
implementation project, we been working on extremely tight deadlines and with restricted budgets.
The project has presented several technical changes. Tangent International has continuously proven ability
and flexibility in delivering excellent candidates under rather extreme circumstances. Tangent International has
certainly proved the ability to deliver SAP consultants into Mexico and the USA.
I personally enjoy working with Tangent International and look forward to continuing to work with Tangent
International in future projects.
Please note T-systems has previously worked with recruitment providers from all over the world for some time
now... I personally prefer to use Tangent International today because of the quality of service, not just the
level of competence of the candidates which is very important off course but for the level of commitment in
delivering the candidates and the solutions attached, ‘this is the key reason why I personally prefer Tangent’,
specially when working in extreme circumstances such as last minute change of locations, change of skills
and in some cases change of rates. Here is Mexico this is rather common... there is only been one company
in this project we are presently working on, that has been able to continue delivering quality and is Tangent
International.
I can happily and willingly recommend Tangent International to my colleagues and other clients!”
Saludos, T-Systems Mexico
“Lauren from Tangent International is clearly way ahead of other recruiters. She is extremely professional,
caring, friendly and very efficient recruiter. Her professional attitude combined with her extra ordinary
communication skills made the whole process of oversees recruitment very easy and in fact a pleasure for
me. I wish her all the best in her future endeavours.”
Waqas
“I would like to take this opportunity to highlight your excellent, professional, and supportive work you have
done with us the last month. You have been responding on time with all the bids sent from us, you have been
pro-active on how to tackle certain issues. Provide us with professional proposals and excellent coordination.
Give us revised proposals with better prices once requested. IBM is happy with your work so far, and
motivates you to keep this hard work and excel further in your career.”
Procurement Professional, System Service Representative, IBM General Procurement

“I knew there’s some company named Tangent but was never interested in working with them but after I
spoke to Damian and saw the kind of efforts they put in getting manpower solutions, it was really awesome.
I’ve never seem so intense follow like the way Tangent (Damian) has did in finding me the right resource at
the right place and right time. It’s really great to have such a strong backend support in achieving our
targets. Hope this engagement grows in near future.”
Alcatel Lucent India
International Service centre (ISC)
“You have contacted me regularly in order to know the needs in Taiwan and provide CV in professional and
sufficient manner. What impress me most is that you have been very transparent with all cases and keep me
updated of all situations. I personally appreciated this quite a lot and I believe, with this characteristic, you
will have a successful career. Thank you and allow me to say ‘It has been very pleasant to work with you’.”
Br, NSN Taipei
“I am happy to make recommendation on our cooperation during the last months. I found Lauren, during our
cooperation during the last months, always professional and reliable. She is a hard worker and a smart
communicator. Lauren is a very pleasant person to work with as she maintains her good sense of humor even
when working under heavy work load.”
Aman, Contractor
“It's my honor to work with Tangent team as it's a real professional, active, efficient and effective team.
Tangent is resourceful and is able to consistently supply with Resumes even though the requirements are
difficult to match. I have great pleasure to recommend Tangent especially for the persistence I experience in
their service. The team would not easily give up; rather, they are always accountable and responding well.
As I know, Tangent has become partner to several Huawei branch offices in Middle East. Even, the regional
office has regarded Tangent as a preferred supplier. I wish Tangent and Australia office a strong and longterm Relationship.”
B.R, Rita
“Justine is one of the top ten recruiter I have even worked with, she is a results focused individual who is able
to build strong working relationships with those around her, she is reliable, hardworking and had a detailed
oriented attitude towards her work with me. I find her very spontaneous, active and proactive with a never say
no attitude. On a personal level I found her to be a very nice person and an easy person to deal with.”
Gboye, Contractor

“I have been associated with Tangent for the last 2 years and in that time Justine has been superb in terms of
support for my contract requirements in the Middle East. This professional approach was prevalent both in the
Pre - assignment stage, during assignment's and post assignment’s...I have to say she goes the extra mile,
and that is rare these days. I cannot recommend her enough from both a formal and informal perspective.”
Anthony, Contractor – Middle East
“David Delbecq and his team at Tangent International were very instrumental in ensuring eServGlobal’s
continuous high-standard Levels of Service during ESG’s tenure and Managed Service of the Du NOC in
Dubai; from the years 2007 to 2009. David and his team demonstrated a faultless understanding of the
requirements at hand, and constantly provided top-of-the-range specialist Consultants in a very speedy,
economical, and highly efficient manner. Such was the high level of quality provided by Tangent that we
decided to recruit; as permanent ESG employees; Tangent’s entire NOC Team in the framework of the
Handover. I would not hesitate to recommend Tangent International again for any similar projects.
Their efficiency, intimate knowledge of the market, and very quick reaction time would be a strong asset to
any business partner.”
Jean-Michel, IN Operations Manager, eServGlobal SAS
“I would like to confirm that as a line as well as a project manager I used services of Tangent International.
Tangent International helped me to find permanent staff as well as temporary consultants I needed to deliver
Huawei service oriented projects. From my personal experience I found Tangent International a company
which I could rely on. Tangent was always very quick in their response, they were capable of finding good
candidates for permanent as well as consultant positions and I especially value their flexibility. I would like to
express my sincere appreciation and thanks to Tangent International and look forward to continued
association and support.”
Jakub, Project Manager, Huawei Technologies (Czech)
“Again, thank you so much for your continuous support.
For 1 years 4 months working under Tangent on Ericsson Japan Project.
Justine are Professional recruiter from Tangent who’s very eager to contact and have good relation with
agency resources. She’s always gave her best support for all request that i proposed to Tangent, specially
some personal sudden request. She will help and provide all necessary information and update with prompt
response, and she knows best what resources required. and i hope i can working with her and Tangent again
next on future.”
Contractor - Ericsson Japan KK

“You really have been a great help over the time I have known you and you genuinely go out of your way to
help your staff out, including regular contact with the people working for you. Maybe a minor point but the
flipside to this is I have been left without contact by quite a few agents when I have run into various problems
in foreign countries.
To be honest a lot of agencies provide little in the way of support once you are in place, much of the time it
isn’t required but I do think Tangent and in particular yourself are ahead of the competition here – you do
make an extra effort – that is one of the main reasons I continue to do business with you, and also
recommend my friends to you.”
Contractor - Ericsson Japan KK
“I just wanted to let you know how happy I am with the service provided by the Tangent International, and with
you in particular.
Your service from start to finish has been exemplary and on a professional, knowledgeable, yet friendly level
that far exceeds all other recruitment agencies I have dealt with..
Long may you continue to set standards for others to follow.”
Contractor - Ericsson Japan KK
“With reference to the Huawei Supplier Performance Evaluation, we hereby take this opportunity to officially
inform the Huawei Supplier Performance Evaluation result for Q4 2012 and over all Supplier Performance
Evaluation result for the year 2012, pursuant to which Tangent International scored an A (grade) with respect
to its performance during Q4 2012 and overall performance for year 2012.
Congratulations and please keep it.
We believe TANGENT INTERNATIONAL has the potential and professionalism to fulfil Huawei's needs within
UAE Market and accordingly anticipate possible opportunities for mutual cooperation with TANGENT
INTERNATIONAL in future business.
Thank you for your continued support and cooperation.”
UAE VP, Chief Delivery, Huawei UAE
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